Nasal base reduction: a treatment algorithm including alar release with medialization.
The broad nasal base is occasionally not correctable by excisional procedures alone because nostril distortion or stenosis may result (if resection enters the vestibule). Moreover, recurrence is a common problem when alar mobilization and suture approximation techniques are used. The authors developed an algorithm for nasal base reduction to prevent these complications. A new classification of the broad nasal base was utilized that included patients with general nasal base enlargement and patients with a vertically oriented alar axis (traditionally difficult to correct without distortion). Both groups received an alar release including the following: (1) the soft tissues and pyriform ligament of the anterior maxilla; (2) the periosteum posterior to the pyriform rim (in the bony nasal vault); and (3) when necessary, soft tissues along the horizontal pyriform rim. Interalar sutures maintained the alae in their new medialized position. Twelve patients who only underwent alar release were evaluated. Nasal base reduction was achieved in all cases without distortion. Three patients required release of the horizontal tissues of the pyriform rim (including a condensation of the pyriform ligament). After a follow-up period of 11 months to 3(3/4) years, there were two cases of partial recurrence and one partial airway obstruction. Not all causes of a broad nasal base are amenable to resection procedures, especially the generally broad nasal base such as that due to thick skin or a vertically oriented alar axis. However, a tension-free alar release with medialization by suture fixation is effective. The incidence of recurrence can be expected to be reduced.